### Editorial Manager®/ProduXion Manager®
#### Release Notification 22.04 (April 2022)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Display Additional People Detail Fields on Editor Selection Summary Page</th>
<th>For publications using the Suggest Editor feature, Additional People Detail fields may be configured to display on the Editor Selection Summary page.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EM Notification Services Enhancement</td>
<td>Two Manuscript Submission events are added to the workflow points that may be used to trigger notifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Enhancements</td>
<td>on page 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Display Additional People Detail Fields on Editor Selection Summary Page

User role impact: EDITOR

This enhancement applies only to publications configured to use the Suggest Editor feature. Using this method of Editor assignment, EM suggests to the user a prioritized list of Editor candidates based on a specified set of criteria. The user selects candidates from the queue, and then the system automatically sends out one or more invitations at configurable intervals until an Editor agrees to handle the submission.

Some publications use Additional People Detail (APD) fields to capture information about Editors’ expertise. This enhancement allows a system administrator to configure one or more APD fields to display directly on the Editor Selection Summary page, providing additional valuable information to help the user decide which Editors to add to the invitation queue.

Detail of Editor Selection Summary page with two APDs configured to display.

TO CONFIGURE:

Go to PolicyManager > Additional Data Policies > Add/Edit Additional People Detail Fields. Add a new APD or edit an existing APD. In the Options section, set Editor Selection Summary drop-down selector to Read Only.

Detail of Add/Edit Additional People Detail Field page: Options section includes setting to display the APD on the Editor Selection Summary page. This setting appears only when the publication has the Suggest Editor feature enabled.
EM Notification Services Enhancement

User role impact: SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

EM Notification Services allow system administrators to configure their publication site to send notifications to predefined endpoints at specific workflow events. This enhancement adds two Manuscript Submission events to configuration options:

- Technical Check Complete
- Editorial Transmittal Complete

TO CONFIGURE:

Go to AdminManager > Configure Notification Services.

The Manuscript Submission section of the page now includes the Technical Check Complete and Editorial Transmittal Complete events. System administrators must add endpoints to be notified for the new events.
Reporting Enhancements

EAR/XEAR ChronosHub Reports

Enterprise Analytics Reporting (EAR) and Cross-Publication Enterprise Analytics Reporting (XEAR) feature a new ChronosHub Report in the Third Party Exports section. These reports facilitate the transfer of data related to accepted submissions to ChronosHub. Both reports will return fields related to all authors of all submissions that were accepted by the publication within the last seven days. Reports should be scheduled to send via SFTP (using an address provided by ChronosHub).

ChronosHub is an independent Manuscript Service Provider (MSP) that offers a Journal Finder service to authors. To learn about ChronosHub’s services, visit the ChronosHub website: https://chronoshub.io/services/publishers/

TO CONFIGURE:

No configuration is necessary for displaying the report. Users with reporting permissions on a publication using EAR or XEAR will see this new report in the Third Party Exports section.

A system administrator must enable ChronosHub for use as an MSP.

EAR/XEAR Accepted Manuscripts and Authors Views

The Accepted Manuscripts and Authors View is introduced for use with single-publication Enterprise Analytics and Custom Reporting. The Cross-Publication Accepted Manuscripts and Authors View is available for Cross-Publication Enterprise Analytics Reporting. The views return data on all authors of all accepted submissions.

TO CONFIGURE:

No configuration is necessary. Users with reporting permissions will see the new view in Custom Reports. Users with reporting permissions on a publication using EAR or XEAR will also have access to the new view through those menus.